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Abstract: Nowadays our society is subjected to a massive spread of digital infor-
mation. This spread has led to a great amount of false information, such as rumours,
fake news, and extremely biased news, being shared and consumed by Internet users
every day. Due to the great impact of fake news on politics, economy and health, it
is becoming essential to design tools for the automatic verification of the veracity of
online information. From this point of view, this proposal aims to research about the
detection and classification of information that will help identifying internet users
as fake news spreaders or reliable sources.
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Resumen: Hoy en d́ıa la sociedad está expuesta a una difusión masiva de informa-
ción digital. Esta difusión ha provocado que los usuarios de Internet compartan y
consuman una gran cantidad de información falsa como son los rumores, las noticias
falsas o la información subjetiva y extremadamente sesgada. Debido al gran impacto
que tienen las noticias falsas en la poĺıtica, la economı́a y la sanidad, la creación de
herramientas para la verificación automática de la información online resulta esen-
cial. Desde esta perspectiva, esta propuesta tiene el objetivo de investigar un sistema
de detección y clasificación de información que ayude en la identificación de usuarios
como difusores de noticias falsas o fuentes de información fiable.
Palabras clave: noticias falsas, verificación de información, perfilado de usuarios

1 Motivation

Due to the increasing amount time spent in
social networks in the past years, people ha-
ve changed their ways of news consumption,
moving from traditional media such as TV
and newspapers, to social networks, such as
Facebook or Twitter.

According to the United States Pew Re-
search Center, in 20161 approximately 62 %
of adult Americans reported to get their news
via social media, whereas in 2012 this value
was 49 %, going up to 68 % in 20182.This ra-
pid increase is associated with elements such
as a lower price and a greater speed and im-
mediacy in the dissemination of news. Thus,
social networks have become a fundamental

1https://www.journalism.org/2016/05/26/news-
use-across-social-media-platforms-2016/

2https://www.journalism.org/2018/09/10/news-
use-across-social-media-platforms-2018/

publication tool for journalists (Tolmie et al.,
2017).

Despite these advantages, the massive
spread of digital information to which our so-
ciety is subjected nowadays has led to a great
amount of false or extremely biased informa-
tion being shared and consumed by Internet
users every day.

One of the most notorious examples of the
influence that fake news have on society is the
2016 U.S. Presidential Elections. Online po-
litical discussion was strongly influenced by
social media users and bots spreading misin-
formation, which potentially altered public
opinion and endangered the integrity of the
elections. Furthermore, a study conducted in
2017 revealed that, in the 3 months prior to
the elections, 115 pieces of pro-Trump fake
news were spread, and they reached 30 mi-
llion shares, while 41 pieces of pro-Clinton
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fake news were spread with 7,6 million sha-
res (Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017).

Fake news can have a great impact on eco-
nomy as well. In 2017, news claiming that
Barack Obama was injured in an explosion
wiped out $130 billion in stock value (Rapo-
za, 2017).

Sometimes, the spread of false information
has the objective of increasing the panic and
creating chaos, as is the case of the “Pizzaga-
te”, which led a man to assault a restaurant
with a rifle in 2016. Fake news stating that
the restaurant was harboring young children
as sex slaves as part of a child-abuse ring led
by Hillary Clinton were widespread across the
web (Kang and Goldman, 2016).

These are examples of the high cost asso-
ciated to the spread of fake news: the absence
of control and verification of the information,
which makes social media a fertile ground for
the spread of unverified or false information.

With this in mind, we can affirm that the
magnitude, diversity and substantial dangers
of fake news and, in more general terms, the
disinformation circulating on social media is
becoming a reason of concern due to the po-
tential social cost it may have in the near
future (Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017).

For all these reasons, the task of fake news
detection in general and, in particular, detec-
ting fake news spreaders, have become a cor-
nerstone problem nowadays. Thus, the main
objective of this proposal focuses on analy-
sing the role of user profiles features for such
a task.

2 Background and Related Work

The use of the expression fake news for iden-
tifying false information spread online has be-
come very popular, especially after the 2016
U.S. Presidential Campaign. The most exten-
ded definition applies to news pieces are in-
tentionally written to mislead or misinform
readers, but can be verified as false by means
of other sources (Conroy, Rubin, and Chen,
2015).

The intention behind the creation and dis-
semination of fake news often has a political
or economic component. Given the crucial ro-
le that the spread of fake news plays in our
current society, research on this topic is de-
veloping significantly. In fact, the number of
published papers indexed in the the Scopus
database concerning the topic of fake news
has increased considerably from less than 20

in 2006 to more than 200 in 2018 (Zhou and
Zafarani, 2018). These works concentrate on
understanding how false information spreads
through social media, and how can it be ef-
ficiently detected in order to reduce its ne-
gative impact on society. This task has been
approached from different perspectives, such
as Natural Language Processing (NLP), Da-
ta Mining (DM), and Social Media Analysis
(SMA).

In many cases the task is treated as a bi-
nary classification problem where a news pie-
ce is classified as fake or real. However, there
are cases in which this classification may not
be adequate since the news could be partially
true and partially false. For this reason, sys-
tems capable of multi-class classification have
also been proposed (Rashkin et al., 2017).

In the field of Natural Language Proces-
sing, research has been focusing on the detec-
tion and intervention of fake news using tech-
niques such as Machine Learning and Deep
Learning (Ruchansky, Seo, and Liu, 2017),
and taking into account:

Content-based features contain informa-
tion that can be extracted from the text,
such as linguistic features.

Context-based features contain surroun-
ding information such as user characte-
ristics, social network propagation fea-
tures, or users’ reactions to the informa-
tion.

Detecting fake news in the context of so-
cial media presents characteristics and cha-
llenges that result in content-based methods
not being effective on their own. Fake news
are intentionally created to deceive, making
it difficult identify them only from their tex-
tual content. For this reason, it is common
to use surrounding information such as the
way in which they are disseminated and the
behavior of the users involved in this dissemi-
nation, as well as information related to the
author of the news (Shu et al., 2017).

Recent research has demonstrated that
studying the correlation of the user profile
and the spread of fake news works for the
identification of those users mere likely to be-
lieve fake news and for the differentiation of
those more likely to believe real news(Shu,
Wang, and Liu, 2018). Approaches conside-
ring context-based features in combination
with content-based features have been gai-
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ning popularity in the past years, due to the
promising results obtained in recent studies
(Shu et al., 2019). Mainly three aspects of
this type of information can be studied:

User information, such as location, age,
number of followers, etc.

The responses generated by fake news,
which can stand as an important source
of detection not only because users use
responses to express their opinions but
also because they can help in the cons-
truction of a credibility index for users
(Jin et al., 2016).

The social networks through which the
news disseminate. The study of the net-
works through which the information is
propagated has special relevance since
the rapid diffusion of these networks is
used to reach the maximum number of
users in the shortest possible time.

3 Research Proposal and Main
Hypotheses

This research proposal is centered in analy-
sing the role of user profiles facing the task
of mitigating the spreading of fake news fo-
cusing on the identification of user profiles
prone to fake news spreading. It is based on
the following hypotheses:

1. There are users prone to the spread
of fake news in social networks. The
majority of studies in this area are focu-
sed on the detection of fake news based
on the content of the news itself. This re-
search project aims to demonstrate that
putting the user in the center of the pro-
cess will help in the detection of fake
news. As a consequence of this, we will
be able to identify those users prone to
the creation and spreading of fake news.

2. There is a set of features that diffe-
rentiates fake news spreaders. This
hypothesis relies on the first hypothesis.
Given a set of users prone to the spread
of fake news, we want to identify the set
of features that characterize them in or-
der to be able to identify and differen-
tiate fake news spreaders from real news
spreaders.

3. Establishing the difference between
user-created and user-shared con-

tent will reveal more accurate fea-
tures of the user’s online behavior.
The main contents that users share in
social media can be divided in: (1) con-
tent created by the user, and (2) content
created by others. This hypothesis sta-
tes that the individual analysis of these
groups of contents will reveal more pre-
cise features of the user profiles.

For the evaluation of these hypotheses,
this proposal will perform the following con-
tributions:

It will produce a study of the rela-
tion between user profiles and fake news,
which will lay the grounds for its use in
the detection of fake news spreaders.

It will produce a comparative analysis
of the different features identifying fa-
ke news spreaders from different dimen-
sions.

It will demonstrate the utility of moving
the user to the centre of the process of
mitigation of the fake news spreading.

4 Objectives

The main objective of this PhD research pro-
ject is to mitigate the spread of fake news
online through the study and identification of
user profiles based on features of the own tex-
tual content and user profiles features. Both
type of features will be tackled from two
different dimensions: user-created and user-
shared content. In order to achieve this gene-
ral objective, we have set the following spe-
cific goals:

1. Problem formalization. As a prelimi-
nary step, We need to formalize the pro-
blem of detecting fake news spreaders
on social networks based on content and
user profiles features.

2. Data collection. We will create a da-
taset of real data from social networks
where false and real news have been
spread.

3. Fake news spreader identification.
From the data collected in objective 2,
an identification of the users who share
fake news will be conducted in order to
build a representative set based on their
user profiles.
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4. User profile analysis. The analysis
will be conducted according to hypothe-
sis 3 and from the two identified di-
mensions: user-created content and user-
shared content, separately.

5. Explore learning approaches. Explo-
re and define different approaches based
on machine learning and deep learning.

6. Empirical evaluation. We will measu-
re the importance and usefulness of each
of the identified features, analyzing their
contribution for the classification of user
profiles.

7. Result analysis. Finally, we will carry
out an analysis and dissemination of the
results obtained in terms of generated re-
sources and evaluation data, as well as
in the form of scientific publications and
participation in evaluation tasks within
the project’s area.

5 Current Work

The work here proposed is in its initial sta-
ges of development. As part of the develop-
ment of this proposal we presented a prelimi-
nary model developed for the detection of fa-
ke news spreaders on Twitter. The model was
evaluated at the Profiling Fake News Sprea-
ders on Twitter task on Author Profiling at
the PAN@CLEF 2020 competition.

5.1 Feature Engineering

Our model approached the problem of iden-
tifying fake news spreaders from some of the
dimensions discussed in this proposal. Due to
the dataset restrictions, some aspects of the
user profiles could not be evaluated because
the training data for the task was obfuscated
for privacy reasons. However, we managed to
build up a model that considered personality
traits, linguistic features, social media acti-
vity data, and shared media features.

The psychological features were extracted
using a third-party API developed by Syman-
to3. The documents containing the aggrega-
ted tweets for each user were sent to the API
in order to retrieve the values of their (1) per-
sonality traits, (2) their communication sty-
les, and (3) the sentiment analysis of their
text.

For the extraction of linguistic features, a
natural language pipeline called Polyglot was

3https://symanto-research.github.io/symanto-
docs/

used (Al-Rfou, Perozzi, and Skiena, 2013).
This library is built using distributed word
representations (word embeddings) in con-
junction with traditional NLP features in or-
der to solve NLP tasks. For our model’s set of
features we choose 12 POS tagging metrics,
3 named entity recognition metrics and total
word count.

The analysis of the activities of the users
in Twitter was restricted by the data obfusca-
tion. Therefore, only 4 metrics were recorded
from the actions of the user within Twitter :
the number of mentions, the URL number,
the number of retweets and the number of
hashtags. The values of these metrics were
counted from the total aggregation of tweets
of each user.

Based on the assumption of hypothesis 3
being true, we separated tweets from retweets
and applied the last set of measurements only
to the retweet subset. This category consis-
ted on headline analysis and we studied if
there are specific message characteristics that
accompany fake news articles being produ-
ced and widely shared. Recent studies sug-
gest that not only these characteristics exist,
but also that some of them can be found in
the headline of the news article (Horne and
Adali, 2017). Therefore, we took the 3 most
significative characteristics differentiating fa-
ke news headlines from real news headline
and applied them to the text in our dataset.

5.2 Results

For the creation of our model we first did so-
me experiments in order to select the most
important features as well as the best perfor-
ming algorithms4 We tested the model taking
into account the set of features available in
each category separately, and we also tested
the possible combinations of the features to
evaluate their performance on the data. After
comparing the results obtained with the diffe-
rent categories and classifiers, we trained the
model using a combination of all categories.
With regards to the classification algorithm,
the Random Forest Classifier was chosen as
the algorithm to train our model due to the
good results obtained in all the experiments.

There were two evaluations for our mo-
del. On the one hand, there was an early-
bird submission evaluation for the task and,
on the other hand, there was the final sub-

4All the experiments and results can be found in
a notebook uploaded to this github repository.
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mission evaluation. We participated in both
evaluations, first with and early model and
then with a final model. The evaluation re-
sults can be found in table 1.

Data Model Phase Accuracy

test early experim. 0.67
test final experim. 0.68
eval. early early-bird 0.67
eval. final final 0.64

Tabla 1: Early and final model evaluation re-
sults throughout the different evaluation pha-
ses: experimentation, early-bird submission,
and final submission.

With regards to the results in English lan-
guage our team was positioned 45th form
66 participants. Furthermore, if we aggregate
the results, that is, if we count all the parti-
cipants with the same results as just one par-
ticipant, our result would be 16th from 33
participants.

6 Methodology and Experiments

This PhD research project aims to create a
model for user profiling, which encompasses
many different aspects of the user profile. For
this reason, in order to define our methodo-
logy, a set of experimental stages have been
defined.

6.1 Data collection and
formalization of the problem

The first set of experiments aims to analyze
and identify the main features of the propo-
sed problem in order to study their strengths
and weaknesses. Moreover, published data-
sets in the field of fake news will be collec-
ted and analyzed in order to apply them to
the problem stated in this research project.
Specifically, we will study the following data-
sets: FakeNewsNet (Shu et al., 2018), LIAR
(Wang, 2017), CREDBANK(Mitra and Gil-
bert, 2015), and BuzzFace (Santia and Wi-
lliams, 2018).

Once the data has been collected, the user
profiles who have shared fake news will be
distinguished of those who have not. The re-
sult will constitute the representative sets of
fake news spreaders and real news spreaders,
along with the set of collected features.

6.2 Identification and analysis of
fake news spreaders profile
traits

In this stage, user-created content will be dif-
ferentiated from user-shared content in or-
der to proceed with the analysis of the fea-
tures that characterize fake news spreaders
and real news spreaders. This analysis will
be conducted based on two different dimen-
sions: the social and demographic dimension
and the linguistic dimension.

From a social and demographic point of
view, we will focus on aspects studied in other
related and interdisciplinary areas, such as
psychology. Specifically, we will focus on ex-
tracting aspects from their online content,
such as personality, emotion, age, gender, and
location. We will also study their activity in
social media, analyzing aspects such as the
number and type of connections they have
with other users, the detection of communi-
ties within the network, the number of mes-
sages published, number of followers, etc.

Regarding the linguistic dimension, we
will explore and evaluate user traits extracted
from linguistic indexes and speech represen-
tation of texts. For this, aspects of theories
based on discourse analysis and text cohe-
rence will be studied, such as the Rhetori-
cal Structure Theory (Mann and Thompson,
1988). Likewise, embedding-based text re-
presentation methods will be explored, such
as Twitter2Vec (Vosoughi, Vijayaraghavan,
and Roy, 2016) or Word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013).

6.3 Analysis and proposal of
techniques based on machine
learning and deep learning

After the definition of the user profile distin-
ctive traits, a thorough study of the state-of-
the-art Machine Learning classification algo-
rithms will be conducted in order to learn
to classify and identify user profiles as fa-
ke news or real news spreaders. Specifically,
we will use the most popular classifiers, such
as Random Forest, Support Vector Machine,
Decision Trees, and Logistic Regression. As a
result, we will obtain what type of classifiers
work best when solving the task.

Next, we will focus on designing a new
proposal for a learning mechanism based on
Deep Learning techniques, taking into ac-
count the results obtained by the different
algorithms experimented, as well as the state-
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of-the-art techniques in the field of fake news
detection. We will concentrate in popular
deep learning models that have been success-
fully used for implementing language models,
such as Long Short Term Memory Recurrent
Neural Networks(LSTM, RNN), and Convo-
lutional Neural Networks (CNN)(Jang, Kim,
and Kim, 2019).

7 Research Issues for Discussion

The present research proposal has the aim of
examining how user profiles can be modeled
in order to classify users as fake news sprea-
ders or real news spreaders. In order to achie-
ve this objective, the main task is to combine
content and context features of the user to
obtain the user profile model. The outlined
approach raises the following issues for dis-
cussion:

Which is the role of user profile infor-
mation in the identification of fake news
spreaders?

Which is the most effective way to com-
bine this information in order to achieve
optimal results?

Assuming we depend on existing tools
and resources from other scientific areas,
such as psychology and linguistics, how
can we achieve a balance between the in-
formation they provide and the deficien-
cies that these tools have when combi-
ning several of them in a study?
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